Tricon: The Next Generation
Questions By Aaron Dos Remedios

1. One of these events in Final Fantasy VI includes the player’s second appearance on the Phantom Train and ends with the party defeating Wrexsoul.  A game that takes place entirely during one of these events includes a fetch quest that ends by placing a scale in a mermaid statue to discover a magnifying lens.  That event of this type ends with the disappearance of Koholiht Island after Link summons the Wind Fish.  A game that takes place in a polity named for these events includes a boss fight where you have to spit fallen apples at a tree and is the first appearance of King Dedede.  For 10 points, name these events that title the homeland of Kirby and is the setting of The Legend Of Zelda: Link’s Awakening.
ANSWER: dreams [accept “Cyan’s nightmare” from Final Fantasy VI, accept “Dream Land,” prompt on “Link’s Awakening” before mentioned]
<A tossup related to 8 or 16 bit video games>

2. According to VCU Open 2014, this technique is the female counterpart to the male pirouette à la seconde.  In performance, the audience typically begins clapping after a dancer performs approximately twelve of this move in a row.  Pierina Legnani was one of the first dancers to perform a certain bravura step involving a sequence of this technique, that sequence is famously performed by Odile in the third act pas de deux of Swan Lake and involves doing this technique 32 times in a row.  For 10 points, name this ballet turn in which the ballerina kicks out her outside leg as she spins whose name comes from the French for whipped.
ANSWER: fouetté en tournant [or fouetté turn] 
<A tossup on something that was a random hard part in a packet you found somewhere>

3. This character rewatches the endings to a bunch of sad movies after learning what happens at the end of Old Yeller.  This character is the twin sister of a character played by the same actress who forgets the Buchmans’ orders at Riff’s on Mad About You.  This character delivers triplets as a surrogate for her brother, played by Giovanni Ribisi, and a pseudonym of this character inspires her to stop a plane by claiming that there is something wrong with “the left phalange.”  This character marries Mike Hannigan in the season ten episode “The One With [this character]’s Wedding.”  For 10 points, name this composer of “Smelly Cat,” a character played by Lisa Kudrow on Friends.
ANSWER:  Phoebe Buffay [accept either; accept Dr. Regina Phalange before “phalange” is mentioned, accept Princess Consuela Bananahammock]
<A tossup that is on any topic you want but at some point you have to put in a clue about "Old Yeller">

4. It’s not by Wagner, but the melody of this piece is quoted extensively in the allegretto first movement of Shostakovich’s 15th symphony.  This piece begins with sections depicting a storm and the ensuing calm, then continues with a theme where the english horn gives a “call to the cows,” which is now commonly used to evoke daybreak.  The fourth section finale of this work represents a certain country’s resistance to an Austrian invasion and has a galop theme that has led it to be used in modern media to depict cavalry charges.  For 10 points, name this work that is typically played before an opera by Gioachino Rossini about a namesake Swiss hero.
ANSWER:  William Tell Overture 
<A tossup on classical music using NO SCORE clues>

WARNING:  DESCRIPTION ACCEPTABLE
5. Evidence to support this theory included a lawsuit by Tina Seals against its central figures.  The central figures of this theory supposedly paid “hush money” to cover up security cameras at Lenox Hill.   One of this theory’s central figures denied it in a video by holding up a copy of Daily News and shouting “oh baby!”  More evidence to support this theory came from an interview on Australia’s Channel 7 that involved a “deflating stomach,” which theorists believe led to the inclusion of a video of that same stomach during the final stop of the “On The Run” tour.  For 10 points, name this conspiracy theory regarding the circumstances of Blue Ivy Carter’s birth.
ANSWER; the conspiracy theory that  Beyonce faked her pregnancy with Blue Ivy [accept clear-knowledge equivalents including the notion that Beyonce used a surrogate during her pregnancy and wore a fake baby bump]
<A tossup about conspiracy theories>

6. An unrelated character of this name has his role replaced by X after he is shot by the Crew Cut Man at the end of the season 1 finale of The X-Files.  Two characters eventually assume this identity after sneaking out of the house to mail a letter to Bobby Sherman, those characters are the dog walkers Betsy and Arlene and are played by Kirsten Dunst and Michelle Williams in a 1999 movie.  Hal Holbrook plays this person in a 1976 movie where he famously tells Bob Woodward to “follow the money,” that is the film adaptation of All The President’s Men.  For 10 points, give this alias of FBI informant Mark Felt, who leaked information about the Watergate Scandal.
ANSWER:  Deep Throat [accept Mark Felt before mentioned even though the first clue is actually a different guy altogether]
<A tossup related to Richard Nixon>

7. A singer with this first name is married to former So You Think You Can Dance Canada host Leah Miller and released the 2014 album rose ave. with P!nk.  This is the last word in the title of a 1978 pornographic film that revolves around Deborah Benton’s road to becoming a cheerleader and the first word of a film for which the lead role of Ron Woodruff won the 2013 Best Actor Oscar for Matthew McConaughey.  A professional wrestler with this first name popularized a finishing move called the Diamond Cutter.  For 10 points, give this word that also names a primetime soap opera that gave us the “Who Shot JR?” cliffhanger..
ANSWER:  Dallas [Dallas Green, Debbie Does Dallas, Dallas Buyers Club, Diamond Dallas Page, and the television show Dallas are the things referred to in this question]
<A tossup that uses a professional wrestling clue but is not actually about wrestling>

8. In a chapter of The Dilbert Future discussing why the future won’t be like Star Trek, Scott Adams fears that this technology will be society’s last invention.  In the Enterprise episode “Unexpected,” the Xyrillians give the Klingons a precursor to this technology in exchange for sparing their ship.  Several Star Trek: TNG episodes deal with engineer Reginald Barclay’s dependence on this technology.  At the end of Voyager, Tom Paris retires to an occupation working as a “novelist” for this technology.  A character on Voyager named “The Doctor” is an EMH created using this technology.  For 10 points, name this technology where crew members go on virtual adventures.
ANSWER: the Holodeck [prompt on “hologram” technology or equivalents]
<A tossup related to Star Trek>

WARNING:  DESCRIPTION ACCEPTABLE
9. In this scene, one character looks over the protagonist’s outfit before noting that he is “dressed strangely for a knight.”  That character notes “my strength has left me” after he falls due to the weight of his own sword which he tries to pass off to the protagonist.  In this scene set in the Temple of the Sun, Dr. Schneider selects an object for Walter Donovan that causes him to rapidly age after he drinks out of it.  Immediately after this scene,  the protagonist uses the real version of that object to heal his dying father.  For 10 points, name this scene from The Last Crusade where a character tells Indy “you chose...wisely” after his successful identification of a holy relic.
ANSWER: the grail scene from Indiana Jones And The Last Crusade [accept anything that implies that Indiana Jones is obtaining the Holy Grail, be pretty lenient with this one]
<A tossup related to indiana Jones>

10. Director Nigel Dick stated in an interview that the most famous costumes in this video were purchased for under $17 at Kmart.  Felicia Culotta’s part in this video is played by the singer when Rachel Berry hallucinates a remake of it at the dentist’s office on Glee.  The singer sits on bleachers clutching a basketball during this video’s bridge, while in another scene she wears a pink and white outfit while dancing in a parking lot.  This video begins with the singer tapping her foot against a desk and flicking a pencil until a bell rings 3:00.  For 10 points, name this video in which a schoolgirl-outfit-clad Britney Spears sings to “hit me” in the title manner.
ANSWER:  ...Baby One More Time
<A tossup on a famous music video>

11. This character asks her father for “no more gazing across wasted years” and to “help me say ‘Goodbye’” before being accosted in a graveyard.  This character is told that her talking in riddles is not like her in one song and her later appearance as a page boy causes a man to be hanged.   This character has her engagement ring stolen at a masquerade ball; that ring was given to her by a man with whom she sings “All I Ask Of You.”  This fiancee of the Viscount of Chagny upstages Carlotta with her rendition of “Think Of Me” and, in another scene, hits an E6 while being repeatedly commanded to “sing, my angel of music.”  For 10 points, name this soprano, the protagonist of Andrew Lloyd Webber’s The Phantom Of The Opera.
ANSWER:  Christine Daaé [accept either]
<A tossup about Broadway musicals>

12. The last person to assume this identity commits suicide after using a falling barrier to kill the audience of a TV debate about this figure.  Besides that “cheap” version of this figure, another person who assumes this identity is the Head of Tech Development at Yotsuba Corporation while yet another is the object of Gelus’ affection and makes the Shinigami eye deal with Rem. An instance of Misa Amane using this identity forces Rem to use this figure’s most prominent MO to kill L, a detective hired to find this figure.  For 10 points, give this identity of Light Nagami and others who use the Death Note for murder, derived from a Japanese pronunciation of the word “killer.”
ANSWER:  Kira [pronounced “kee-dah” but “kee-rah” is alright too; prompt on “Kyosuke Higuchi.” “Misa Amane,” or “Light Nagami” before they are mentioned; accept any of “Cheap Kira,” “Yotsuba Kira,” “Second Kira,” or “L-Kira” at any point]
<A tossup on a famous murder/assassination>

13. A parody of this song’s video in Weird Al’s “UHF” has him sporting the message “Look At My Butt” on a piece of clothing, similar in theme to a Dana Carvey parody of this song’s singer on Weekend Update.  Annie uses a video of Jeff Winger parodying this song to embarrass him on the election episode of Community.  The singer’s “Freedom 90” video pays homage to this song by destroying a guitar, jukebox, and leather jacket from this song’s video.  One of Limp Bizkit’s first singles was a cover of this song, which begins “well I guess it would be nice if I could touch your body.”  For 10 points, name this 1987 song where George Michael repeats that “I gotta have” the title conviction.
ANSWER:  “Faith”
<A tossup about parodies/homages of something more famous>

14. According to Wikipedia, the lyrics to this song’s chorus are similar to the line “Uchi meethu vaan idinthu veezkindra pothilum” from the Tamil poem “Achamallai Achamallai.”  This song beat out songs since “Pi’s Lullaby” to win the best song Oscar, being the first of a certain subset of songs to win and the first to be nominated since Shirley Bassey’s “For Your Eyes Only” in 1982.  This song opens by noting that “this is the end/hold your breath and count to ten” and its chorus mentions that “we will stand tall and face it all together at” the title location.  For 10 points, name this song released on the 50th anniversary of the release of Dr. No, a 2012 hit for Adele.
ANSWER:  “Skyfall”
<A tossup on James Bond>

15. One attempt to perform this action in 1993 was initially shown unsuccessful by Nicholas Katz, and one person who partially performed this action did so through correspondence under the pseudonym Monsieur Le Blanc with Gauss.  Marilyn Vos Savant criticized the first successful performance of this action for its use of non-Euclidian geometry.  Since actual science clues are not allowed, you should know that the stock clue for performing this action is something about the Taniyama-Shimura Conjecture.  For 10 points, name this action that was redacted by its French formulator because it wouldn’t fit in the margins and was performed in 1995 by Andrew Wiles.
ANSWER:  proving Fermat’s Last Theorem
<A tossup on science history that CANNOT actually use any science clues>

16. This line is repeated four times in the chorus of a song that precedes “Blue Velvet” on Lana Del Rey’s Paradise EP and opens with the claim “Elvis is my daddy/Marilyn’s my mother/Jesus is my bestest friend.”  This is the slogan of Facsimile Ltd. from whom a family buys a robot grandmother in the 100th episode of the original Twilight Zone, Ray Bradbury’s only contribution to the series.  The most famous work with this name states that “a divine nimbus exhales from” the female form and describes “head, neck, hair, ears, drop and tympan of the ears.”  For 10 points, give this name of a poem that celebrates the human form from Walt Whitman’s Leaves Of Grass.
 ANSWER:  “I Sing The Body Electric” 
<A tossup related to The Twilight Zone>

NOTE TO MODERATOR:  There is a single pronunciation guide (bolded) in this tossup.  Make sure you are aware of it
17. Four characters who speak in this language have catch phrases that translate to “you got that right,” “you betcha,” “tell me about it,” and “oh yeah, oh yeah.”  A song written in this language has its singers note that it’s a beauty way to go after suggesting that the listener “take off,” that song features guitar work by Geddy Lee.  On How I Met Your Mother, Marshall finds a bar whose patrons speak this language after he gets Robin kicked out of a Minnesota-themed bar. This language once amused RIT’s Adam Swift due to its untraditional treatment of the word “lieutenant.” [LEF-tenant]  For 10 points, name this language that you too can speak by ending all your sentences with “eh.”
ANSWER:  Canadian English [prompt on “English”; do not accept “Quebécois French,” obviously]
<A tossup that mocks Canada>

WARNING: DESCRIPTION ACCEPTABLE
18. Diary entries beginning the day after this event were published in 1993 by Peter Ostwald and Gerd Nauhaus.  This event was opposed by a man who began to support Camilla Pleyel over one participant, and this event occurred after its participants won a slander suit against that man who sent documents from one participant to her potential concert venues.  One participant in this event, who didn’t receive consent from her father Friedrich, composed variations on a theme by the other along with 22 other piano works but was perhaps better known for playing the works of her buddy Johannes Brahms.  For 10 points, name this 1840 event that is academically relevant because it gives quizbowlers a reflex buzz for the composer of the Rhenish symphony based on the name of his wife.
ANSWER:  The marriage of Robert Schumann and Clara Wieck [or the marriage of Robert and Clara Schumann, accept anything really that hints at the relationship between the Schumanns and gives both names; prompt generously]
<A tossup related to Scooby Doo An academically important or relevant fact that isn’t a named thing>

19. This state is the main setting for the 1986 Disney sequel The Parent Trap 2 as well as the 2004 film adaptation of The Punisher.  A 2013 Harmony Korine film set in this state ends with Big Arch’s gang being massacred by two characters who earlier use guns to threaten Alien before he starts fellating said guns.  A 2015 film set in this state begins when the failure of the title character’s furniture business leads him to reunite with characters like Big Dick Richie; that film is a sequel to a 2012 film about Alex Pettyfer’s Adam, the protege of the title stripper at Xquisite played by Channing Tatum.  For 10 points, name this state, the setting of Magic Mike and Spring Breakers.
ANSWER:  Florida
<A tossup about film that is entirely common link (i.e., cannot use name of film, actor, director as answerline)>

20. This attribute of this person is mentioned after she states that “we’re both just humans trying to make our way through this crazy world.” In one instance, the person with this attribute claims that Vicki is saying it just to fit in.  This attribute of this person is alluded to after she states that there are six episodes of Cougarton Abbey, with this person being called “the opposite of Batman.”  The person with this attribute has her name used as a euphemism for making a mistake, and this attribute of this person is called out due to her pronunciation of“bagel” by Señor Chang.  For 10 points, name this attribute wherein everyone is preferable to a certain Community character.
ANSWER:  Britta Perry is the worst [accept first or last name, accept Britta being any of a fun vampire, human tennis elbow, pizza burn on the roof of the world’s mouth, the opposite of Batman before mentioned, the AT&T of people, or other clear knowledge equivalents]
<A tossup that is about an attribute of something like "Henry Ford's racism" or "Cody Voight's love of hotdogs”>

21. This singer performed “Salted Wound” for the soundtrack to Fifty Shades Of Grey and collaborated with Beck for a song in a movie within a movie starring Mila Kunis and Ashton Kutcher as a “half fish” and “all boy” respectively.  The latter song,  “Moonquake Lake,” appears on a 2014 soundtrack where this singer notes “look at me and” the title event, a song sung in the film by Quvenzhane Wallis.  This singer performed a song for Catching Fire whose later 2015 video saw Maddy Ziegler and Shia LeBoeuf dance in body suits, that song notes that “I’ve got thick skin and” the title quality.  For 10 points, name this singer of “Opportunity” from Annie and “Elastic Heart” whose non-movie music includes the 2014 single “Chandelier.”
ANSWER:  Sia [or Sia Furler]
<A tossup on "movie music" however you define it>

22. One commercial from this country ends with its protagonist noting that a politician wouldn’t want his picture taken with “a woman who’s not nice.”  Pierce Brosnan appears in a commercial from this country where a man notes that “if he’s a red indian, then I’m the king of China.” A man argues with a priest about whether a word is this country’s name or the name of a village, while other commercials from this country detail a woman warning James Fitzgibbon of an impending attack and a man who muses “maybe the medium is the message.”  For 10 points, name this country whose “Heritage Minute” commercials depicts figures like Marshall McLuhan and Laura Secord.
ANSWER:  Canada
<A tossup that you think I might have written for College History Bowl>

23. This product names an unrelated episode guest-starring Kristen Wiig as Calliope Juniper and a sabotaged machine leads one character to believe that this product contains love.  A character explains her confusion regarding Czechoslovakian outlets before this product is invented.  A song about this product states that when "you want to end your life" that "happiness is just a [this product] away" in a parody of the Cheers theme.  This product's popularity causes Aerosmith to perform with its supposed inventor before Homer reveals that its secret ingredient  is cough syrup.  For 10 points, give this namesake of a season 3 Simpsons episode that acquires its taste when lit on fire.
ANSWER:  Flaming Moe [accept Flaming Homer]
<A tossup related to The Simpsons>

WARNING: DESCRIPTION ACCEPTABLE
24. One of these people creates an abstract sculpture called "Hunger" while another of these people is shown winding a pianist's clock. One of these people pulls up an alarm clock tethered to a string when he and his wife are awoken by a downpour.  One of these people dons a green dress for an imaginary date while another is a dancer who butters toast in her underwear.  One of these people kills a dog that almost reveals something he buried in the yard and has his attack on the protagonist foiled when he is blinded by flash bulbs.  For 10 points, name these people that Jeffries watches from the title location of a 1954 Hitchcock film.
ANSWER:  people that L.B. Jeffries observes from his rear window [accept clear knowledge equivalents like Jeffries' neighbours, even though the clock-winding guy, Hitchcock's cameo, probably isn't]
<A tossup related to Alfred Hitchcock>

WARNING: DESCRIPTION ACCEPTABLE
25. In an SNL parody of one of these commercials, a boy asks Jim Carrey “Dad?  Are you okay?” prompting the response “whose kids are these?”  Ellen Degeneres changes a radio station to play “Turn Down For What” and jokes that an animal should “moo-ve” in a spoof of one of these commercials.  The former parodies one of these commercials that begins with its narrator noting “sometimes you gotta go back to actually move forward” while the latter sees him muse “take the long way” when a bull he dubs Cyrus blocks his path.  For 10 points, name these 2014 commercials for a luxury car company featuring existentialist narration by an Oscar-winning actor.
ANSWER:  the Matthew McConaughey Lincoln commercials [prompt on partial answers]
<A tossup related to commercials>

26. Emma Stone played a character on this show who states that Georgia’s state bird is the peach, while Jane Lynch played a comedian who tells jokes about her flat chest.  Other characters on this show include a mentalist played by Justin Timberlake who tries to hypnotize host Lyle Round.  A recurring character on this show once misreads “boot” as “800 T.” That character on this show responds to a complaint that a child has tuberculosis by describing her turn as the flapper Ginger in the play “TB-geebies;” that occurs after she accidentally says “fringe.”  For 10 points, name this SNL game show parody where Kristen Wiig plays Mindy Grayson, who keeps saying the title hidden text.
ANSWER:  “Secret Word” [prompt on Saturday Night Live]
<A tossup related to Saturday Night Live>

27. This character takes a trip to a miniatures museum with a woman who he picks up from the airport at the last minute.  This character names an episode where one character starts working at Brant-Leland after being mistaken for an employee and another breaks up with a woman who has abnormally large hands.  This character’s apartment has a unicycle hanging from the wall and he makes ball game plans with Vargas, a Fed-Ex employee.  This character hangs out at Reggie’s with Gene and Feldman, who knocks before politely entering his apartment.  For 10 points, name this character from a season 8 episode of Seinfeld who is the polar opposite of the title character.
ANSWER:  Bizarro Jerry [or Kevin]
<A tossup related to Seinfeld>

28. In an episode of the 2002 Twilight Zone, Ben Baker sleeps with one of these characters named Sensuous Cindy.  In a 2002 film, one of these characters stars in the risqué film “I Am Pig;” that character debuted as a replacement for Nicola Anders and eventually has a child with Viktor Taransky, played by Al Pacino.  Loretta Modern, lead vocalist for the Zetta Bytes, is one of these characters in a 2004 Disney Channel Original Movie, while Theodore Twombly falls in love with a character of this type voiced by Scarlett Johansson in a 2013 Spike Jonze film.  For 10 points, name this type of character represented by the central characters of films like S1m0ne, Her, and Pixel Perfect.
ANSWER:  computer programs [accept clear knowledge equivalents, accept any of the following specific examples from the question: virtual reality simulation, hologram, or Artificial Intelligence, prompt generously but don’t accept anything that suggests that the character is a robot]
<A tossup related to actor Al Pacino>

29. One version of this song appears on a 1999 soundtrack before M2M’s “Don’t Say You Love Me” and is by Billy Crawford.  Originally performed by Jason Paige, this song precedes one that begins “I wanna take the ultimate step/find the courage to be bold.”  The second verse of this song claims “come with me, the time is right/there’s no better team” while the first notes that “I will travel across the land/searching far and wide.”  The chorus of this song describes “a heart so true/our courage will pull us through” before noting “you teach me and I’ll teach you.”  For 10 points, name this anime theme song that begins “I wanna be the very best like no one ever was.”
ANSWER:  The first theme song to Pokémon
< A tossup related to TV theme songs>

30. A 1997 commercial by this company features two men picking up and dropping off a smelly sofa while Trio's "Da Da Da" plays in the background.  One of this company’s slogans is parodied in the name of a horse that falls in love with Pinky on an episode of Animaniacs, that horse is Phar Fig Newton.  One product by this company attracted attention as it shares its name with the ethnic group that fought the Mali government as the MNLA rebel group.  A specific instance of a product from this company was revived with a 2005 Lindsay Lohan movie where it is “Fully Loaded.”  For 10 points, name this company with slogan “Das Auto,” whose products include one used in the highway game "Punch Buggy," the Beetle.
ANSWER:  Volkswagen
<A tossup that uses some clue from Animaniacs>

